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Abstract: Wireless sensor network is an imminent technology
and is getting Popularity quickly and a lot of attention because of
their low cost solutions and capable to implement in military as
well as for civilians. This technology has many applications as
well as several environmental monitoring target tracking
scientific exploration patient monitoring and data acquisition in
hazardous environments. In Wireless Sensor Networks These tiny
sensor nodes are deployed randomly in a hostile environment to
collect sensor data and hence they are susceptible to outsider
attacks therefore security is an important issue. Several security
schemes have been proposed to provide the authenticity and
integrity for network programming applications but they are
either lacks the data confidentiality or they are not energy
inefficient as they are based on digital signature. So still there is
a need to design a security Scheme to Enhanced the existing
security mechanism for providing the authenticity and integrity
of program updates in existing network programming protocols.
Keywords: Wireless, Networks, imminent technology, program
updates in existing

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) is an advanced and
emerging technology which has its application across a wide
range of industrial scientific and military as well as for the
civilian sector example oil and gas-pipelines power
distribution networks water distribution networks and
nuclear power plants. In multi-hop wireless sensor networks
the remote reprogramming is created by changing
application necessities and software errors [1]. In this
context resource-awareness time-efficiency and the
combination of appropriate security solutions are the keys to
success and acceptance of a code update mechanism. To
satisfy this demand a dependable data dissemination
protocol for time-efficient and secure code updates in
wireless sensor networks is utmost required. A desirable
feature is resistance to node capture and even if a node is
compromised and its key material is exposed an adversary
should not be able to gain control of the other parts of the
network by using this material. Therefore, securing sensor
networks against these threats becomes challenging [2] for
the researchers and an authentication scheme for network
programming is needed to ensure that the adversary should
not be able to locate program image.
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II.

PROBLEM DEFINITION

The existing network programming protocols [3-7] focus
on reliable efficient application image dissemination with
the minimal end-to-end update latency with the prevalent
appearances but provide no security mechanism. The
absence of security mechanism on broadcast of application
image imposes a vulnerability of installation with arbitrary
application image in WSNs. Attacker could just capture one
sensor node in WSNs and inject the malicious code image
the same way as these network programming protocols
operate. Without any appropriate security mechanism the
entire WSN could be taken control by the attacker with
slight effort by compromising only one sensor node[8].
A. Paper Contribution
Our main aim through this paper is to design a security
scheme for network programming protocols by using oneway multiple key chains to secure code update in a multihop sensor networks. Our scheme does not involve any
asymmetric cryptographic techniques resulting in energy
efficient mechanism. In addition the selections of design
parameters in the scheme are discussed to maximize the
difficulties of different types of attacks against this scheme.
This paper establishes the association between the network
topology and security Mechanism.
III.

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

This section describes the design of our secure network
programming scheme where the Sensor nodes are grouped
according to their hop distance to base station in one-way
multiple key chains. The sensor nodes in different hop group
share different one-way key chain with the base station for
packet authentication and integrity check and hence prevent
the malicious code update from the nodes in the upstream
hop group. Our scheme works at the packet level and
consists of two phases. First phase is initialization and key
pre-distribution and the second is packet pre-processing and
verification phase.
3.1.
Initialization and key pre-distribution phase.
Our scheme employs one-way multiple key chains to
secure the Deluge protocol. Key chains are based on a
function H with the property that its computation is easy
while its inverse H -1 is extremely difficult to compute. A
hash chain with length L is generated by applying H to an
initial element repeatedly for L times. (i.e. ∀ 0 ≤ i ≤ L , 1 ≤
j ≤ S , K i , j = H (K i+1 , j ) shown in Fig . 3.1) The last
value after H has been applied L times is called the
committed value of the hash chain ( Fig. 3.1). Before the
sensor nodes are deployed the base station constructs S hash
chains. It generates S distinct random seed numbers and
computes a one-way hash chain with length of L+1 starting
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from each seed which is the (L –i + 1)th output of hash
function derived from j th random seed number and is
denoted as K i , j ) Sensor nodes are divided into S groups
according to their hop distance to the base station (see Fig.
3.2). The committed value of the i t h key chain (K 0,i )
corresponding to the hop distance is pre- distributed to
nodes in the i t h hop group before the keys are deployed.

A

MA <= MB
R
rA

Table 3.1: The notations in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4
Notation
H(B)
A||B
Ka
EKa(M)
DKa(M)
A:
A

B:P

:P

Meaning
H(B) Hash of B
A||B Message A concatenated with
message B
Ka Shared key between node a and
base station
EKa(M) Encryption of message M
with symmetric key Ka
DKa(M) Decryption of M with
symmetric key Ka
A : The operation after : occurs in
Node A
A
B : P Node A unicasts a packet

rAB
rDi
S
N
L

P to node B
: P Node A broadcasts a
packet P
MA <= MB Message MB is copied to
message MA
R The transmission range of sensor
nodes and base station
rA The distance between node A and
the base station
rAB The distance between node A and
node B
rDi The radius of deployment circle for
the ith group
S The number of hops in which a
secure program image will propagate
in our scheme
N The number of nodes in WSN
The maximum number of packets that
the base station will need to broadcast
A

Figure 3.1: Establishment of multiple one-way key chains.
3.2.
Phase 2: packet pre-processing and verification
After the node deployment once the base station has a
program update to broadcast the program image is divided
into fixed-size packets like P0, P1, ...P L-1 (shown in Fig.
3.4). The base station pre-processes these packets so that the
sensor nodes can verify the packets accordingly.
3.3.
Packet pre-processing
First we describe the packet pre-processing of the very
first packet of program image (P0). The committed value of
the first key chain (K 0, 1 in Fig. 3.1) is used to encrypt the
next key element in the order of key dissemination (K1,1 in
Fig. 3.1). The encrypted result (E K 0,1 (K 1,1)) is the key

update segment for the first hop group. Then K 1,1 is
concatenated with P0 and the result is hashed yielding the
packet authentication segment (H(P 0||K 1,1)). The key
update segments and packet authentication segments the
successive hop groups are generated in the same way using
their corresponding key chains. Finally all these segments
are concatenated with P0 as shown in Fig. 3.3, giving the
first packet to be transmitted. The way in which the key
update and packet authentication segments are concatenated
with the data packet is used in a countermeasure against
tunnel attack and this packet pre-processing procedure is
repeated for successive packets in the image to be broadcast.
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T i, j = H MAC (K i+1 , j , Pi)

(3.1)

U

(3.2)

And
I, j

= E K i, j (K i+1, j)

The complete mechanism of packet pre-processing is
illustrated in Fig.3.4, while the complete verification of i th
packet in node A (A ɛ Gj ) is shown in Algorithm

Figure 3.2: Grouping of nodes when S = 2, A 1, 2… are
nodes in the one-hop group while B 1, 2… are nodes in the
two-hop group.
The packet pre-processing result (P’i ) for the Ith ( ∀ i, 0 ≤ i
< L) packet (Pi ) propagated to S hops is

Figure 3.3: The packet pre-processing for the first data
packet: P'i = P 0 ||T0, s ||U0, s ||….||T0, 1 ||U 0, l ,, where T0, j =
H P 0 ||K 1 , j , U 0, j = E K 0, j (K 1, j), ∀ 0 ≤ j ≤ S

3.2.2. Packet verification
The packet verification for the first data packet destined to
the first hop group will be described. The verification of
subsequent packets in the other hop groups use the same
procedure with keys corresponding to those that were used
in the packet pre-processing. After the pre-processing of a
packet and the respective concatenation (i.e., P’0 = P 0 ||T 0, 1
|| U 0, 1), P’0 is transmitted to nodes in the first hop group.
After retrieving the correct group information from P’0 (i.e.,
the sensor node parses the right fields T0,1 and U0,1), the
sensor nodes verify the key update segment (U 0,1) and
packet authentication (T 0, 1) segments as follows.
3.4.
Key update segment
The sensor node decrypts U 0, 1 with K 0, 1. i.e., DK 0, 1(U 0, 1).
The sensor node checks if H (D K 0, 1(U 0,1)) is the same as K
0,1 (line 7 in Algorithm ). If it is, the authenticity of U 0, 1 is
ensured and K 0,1 is replaced by K 1,1 for the next packet
verification (line 8 in Algorithm ). Otherwise, this packet is
discarded (line 17 in Algorithm).
3.3.1. Packet authentication segment
After the sensor node retrieves the authenticated packet K 1,
1 from U 0, 1, it performs the HMAC operations with K 1, 1 as
the key over P0 to see if it matches T 0,1 since a simple hash
function has been found problematic in integrity verification
(line 10 in Algorithm ). If it does then the integrity of packet
is assured (line 12 in Algorithm). Otherwise this packet is
discarded (line 14 in Algorithm).

P'i = P i ||T i, s ||U i, s ||….||T i, l ||U i, l ,
Where

Figure 3.4: Packet pre-processing in the base station U i, j = E K i, j (K i+1, j), T i, j = HMAC (K i+1, j , P i ).
Algorithm
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The it h (1 ≤ i ≤ L) packet (Pi) verification in node (A) where
A ɛ G j (1 ≤ j ≤ S)
1
base station:
Key_ Section_ i j <== E K i-1, j
(K i, j)
2
base station:
P i_ K i, j <== H (P I || K I, j)
3
base station:
P'i <== P i || P i_ K i, j || Key_
Section_ i j
4
base station
→ * : P'i
5
P'i has been propagated by j - 1 nodes
6
A : receive P'i ∀ A ɛ G j group
7
if H (D K i, j (Key_ Section_ i j )) = K i, j then
8
A : K i+1, j <== D K i, j (Key_ Section_ i j )
9
A : remove Key_ Section_ i j from P'i
10
if HMAC (K i+1,j , Pi ) = P i_ K i, j then
11
A : remove P i_ K i, j from P'i
12
A : accept Pi
13
A : advertise Pi
14
else
15
A : drop P'i
16
end if
17
else
18
A :drop P'i
19
end if
20
if Pi is requested then
21
A → * : P'i
22
end if

schemes have been proposed to defend against the malicious
code distribution they are either not power efficient or lack
the consideration on code confidentiality and integrity and
hence exploiting on the security design itself. Our future
work will include the design of security models for network
programming to improved security and scalability in
multihop wireless sensor networks.
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CONCLUSION

Current network programming protocols can propagate and
disseminate the application image in sensor networks
reliably and efficiently. However security issues did not play
an important role in design of these systems in early stages.
As a result an attacker could simply propagate and
disseminate its own malicious code image in sensor network
pretending to be a genuine entity. Although some security
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